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THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
SEX
Sex, drugs and consent
2016
The Chronicle is a student-produced pub-
lication of Columbia College Chicago and 
does not necessarily represent, in whole or 
in part, the views of college administrators, 
faculty or students. 
All text, photos and graphics are the 
property of The Chronicle  and may not be 
reproduced or published without written 
permission.
Editoria ls a re the opinions of the 
Ed it or ia l Boa rd of T he Ch ron i-
cle. Columns a re the opinions of 
the author(s). 
Views expressed in this publication 
are those of the writer and are not the 
opinions of The Chronicle, Columbia’s 
Journalism Department or Columbia 
College Chicago.
Letters to the editor must include full name, 
year, major and phone number. All letters 
are edited for grammar and may be cut due 
to a limit of space.
The Chronicle holds the right to limit any 
one person’s submissions to three per 
semester.
» GETTY IMAGES
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THE SEX ISSUE 
College students are known for being obsessed with sex and sexuality. Whether or not they’re partaking in it, abstaining from it, experiment-
ing with it or just curious about it, sex dominates 
many college students’ social lives. 
Every year, The Chronicle honors Valentine’s Day 
with this special Sex Issue supplement to release the 
many thoughts, questions and controversies we’ve 
all been holding in. 
This year’s issue answers many of those questions 
ranging from how to properly sanitize your sex 
toys to what the college’s Title IX policy entails, 
but it also addresses some concerns raised by the 
national conversation regarding sex and consent. 
Recognizing the importance of getting consent 
from sexual partners and instilling that belief in 
young adults is a source of dialogue and sometimes 
debate today. 
Unfortunate events including increased annual 
reports of campus sexual assaults nationwide 
and the widespread emotional and cultural shock 
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brought on by the dozens of sexual assault and 
rape allegations against famed actor and comedian 
Bill Cosby have opened even the most closed minds 
regarding the need for affirmative consent. 
With the increasingly common trend of young 
people getting it on under the influence, The Chron-
icle staff decided now was the time to have fun with 
sex but address the importance of maintaining safe 
and healthy sexual habits. 
We hope you enjoy our 2016 Sex, Drugs and 
Consent Issue’s playful and informative content.  
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Columbia Students responded to The 
Chronicle’s call for sexual confessions. 
All names have been changed.
Who is the weirdest person 
you’ve ever fantasized about?
“One of my high school teachers; I 
thought he was really hot.”
– M. Grant 
“Rafael Solano from ‘Jane the Vir-
gin.’”
– Q. Perkins 
“It is between my neighbor and my 
old United States history teacher.”
– C. Beene 
“Authority figures have always turned 
me on. I have learned in sex therapy 
that those who are authority figures 
seek out other authority figures be-
cause they get tired of being the dom-
inant person all the time. Sometimes 
professors turn me on.”
– O. Pope 
What is your favorite position?
“Doggy style. I feel like most girls 
hate it though.”
– H. Wright
“Cowgirl”
- M. Grant 
“I like to 69.”
– Q. Perkins 
“Classic missionary”
 – J. Novak
“Doggy style—you receive more and 
do less.”
– O. Pope
What are your thoughts on 
anal play?
“I hear that it just feels like you have 
to poop the whole time, so I am not 
about it.”
– M. Grant
“As a woman, I just feel like there is 
another hole right there built for ex-
actly what you are asking the butt 
to do.”
– Q. Perkins
What song best describes your 
sex life?
“Sweet Love” by Anita Baker
– D. Rosen 
“Forever Alone” by Grand Finale
– H. Wright
“Ride” by SoMo
– M. Grant
“Hit Me With Your Best Shot” by 
Pat Benatar
 – Q. Perkins 
“My Unfortunate Erection” from The 
25th Annual Putnam County Spelling 
Bee– C. Beene 
What is the weirdest song you’ve 
played while having sex?
“Any country music.”
– M. Grant 
“I think ‘The Office’ was playing in the 
background one time.”
– Q. Perkins 
“‘Mambo Italiano’ by Dean Martin.” 
– O. Pope 
What is the strangest thing 
you or a partner have done 
after sex?
“One time, we tried this move where 
the guy sits on the bed and the girl 
sits on him and tries to backbend. He 
dropped me on my head and it was 
really uncomfortable.”
– M. Grant
“This is really embarrassing, but 
one time my boyfriend farted right 
after he came. It was so funny and 
so awkward.”
– Q. Perkins
What do you think about sex 
in public places?
“My girlfriend at the time and I did 
some deeds in a Columbia dorm stair-
well. We did not have any issues, 
though— no one ran into us.”
– H. Wright
“As long as other people are not 
watching, it should be fine.”
– Q. Perkins 
“I would love to walk down the street 
and see people having sex. Why not? 
It is a free country.”
– C. Beene
“That can be exciting because you 
could get caught. I am not trying 
to have people watch me having 
sex, though.”
– S. Langston 
“I am not totally appalled. If people 
are having sex at the Bean, I would 
be examining them, and say ‘hey, they 
look nice’ or ‘they do not look nice.’”
– J. Novak 
 
What do you thinkof wearing-
socks during sex?
“It’s like going to sleep with socks on. 
It’s not cool; it’s not comfortable. It 
just looks weird when someone’s na-
ked but they have socks on.”
– H. Wright 
“No. That’s gross. I like my feet.”
– M. Grant
“That is the first thing you should take 
off. It is like when you watch pornos. 
The guys always leave their socks on. 
What is the guy doing? Are his feet 
really that cold?”
– Q. Perkins 
“Never. That’s the second thing 
you take off. Your pants and then 
your socks.”
– C. Beene
“It depends on the kinds of socks. If 
you are wearing high knee socks, we 
are not going to mess with that.”
– J. Novak
What’s your fetish?
“I like collarbones.”
– B. Chambers 
“Thongs and jockstraps. It is the hot-
test thing ever— seeing it on a guy.”
– C. Beene
“I like butts. I like the outside. I do not 
want anything in the butt, though. It is 
like the dirtiest part to me.”
– S. Langston
What has been your kinkiest 
experience?
“I had sex between two school buses 
once. That was pretty fun.”
– M. Grant 
“One time, a guy wore pantyhose by 
my request.”
– C. Beene
“One time, my boyfriend and I got 
home and it was pouring rain outside. 
Because it was summer, it was warm 
rain. We just decided to go at it on the 
hood of the car.  It was pretty kinky. It 
was not as romantic as people would 
think, but it was pretty primitive. We 
got into it.”
– Q. Perkins 
 cbradley@chroniclemail.com
» CAROLYN BRADLEY 
CAMPUS REPORTER
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THC in the bedroom is gaining momentum in states where marijuana is 
recreationally legal. Women 
and couples in California and 
Colorado have been riding high 
on Foria Pleasure, the first canna-
bis-based lubricant for women. 
According to Brittany Confer, 
director of public relations 
and communications at Foria, 
the company was originally 
designed as a sexual wellness 
center, she said. Soon after, the 
company realized there were 
no female sexual enhancers, 
compared to the more than 26 
FDA-approved sexual enhancers 
for men. This is when the company took 
an unexpected turn into cannabis-land.
“Our mission is to increase pleasure 
and diminish pain in any natural way 
we can,” Confer said. “We stumbled 
into the cannabis industry and saw 
the incredible opportunity for sex 
and cannabis.”
Confer said the company is 
challenging perceptions about 
marijuana’s psychoactive 
properties. The cannabis-co-
conut oil mix is THC-infused 
but does not produce the 
psychoactive effects, or 
“head high,” that peo-
ple associate with mar-
ijuana. Confer said the 
spray gives stronger 
orgasms and helps with 
sexual dysfunctions.
Foria began distributing the canna-
bis spray in Colorado—where recre-
ational marijuana is legal—in January 
2015. Organic Alternatives, a medical 
marijuana dispensary in Fort Collins, 
Colorado, was one of the first dispen-
saries to carry the spray, according 
to Maka Kalai, director of sales and 
marketing at Organic Alternatives.
“We have a lot of people wondering, 
if it’s going to work or not,” Kalai said. 
Kalai said he believes THC-infused 
topicals like pain creams, oils and 
muscle rubs are more effective than 
over-the-counter products available at 
drug stores.
“Something like those—that has THC-
infused into a sensual lubricant—does 
the same things with muscles and nerves 
as far as pleasure-type products like 
Foria,” he said.
The product is currently only sold in 
California and Colorado, but Confer 
said he hopes to expand its distribution 
nationwide as more states legalize rec-
reational marijuana use.
Marijuana dispensaries have only just 
begun opening in Illinois in 2015, where 
a pilot program for medical marijuana 
is being tested.
“As the program is just getting under-
way, we don’t foresee products like 
that becoming available until more 
traditional products are in the market,” 
said Richard Park, retail consultant for 
Dispensary 33, a medical marijuana 
dispensary located at 5001 N. Clark St.
“Absorption through the skin is a 
really inefficient way to get THC into 
your system, so we’re unsure if it’s nov-
elty or [has] an actual value,” Park said, 
adding that the dispensary would sell 
similar products based on demand.
Foria Pleasure is gaining in popularity, 
but Confer said she wants it to remain a 
luxury item to give women some pride. 
“We want women to feel comfort-
able having this on their bedside table,” 
Confer said. 
 aparrella@chroniclemail.com
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
Cannabis lube to grease the 
way for further legalization
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11
HAUS, 623 S. WABASH
7:00PM - 9:00PM
V-Day is a global activist movement to end violence against women. Over the past 17 
years, V-Day activists from more than 140 countries have worked tirelessly on a 
grassroots level to demand an end to all forms of violence against women and girls. 
In the face of resistance, and at the intersection of art and activism, Columbia 
students and community members have come together to present the voices of real 
women. This event is sponsored by Fitness, Athletics & Recreation, all proceeds from 
the performance will be donated to the Chicago Women's Health Center.
COST: Free for Columbia Students with ID (suggested $5 donation), $8 for Columbia 
Faculty, $10 General Admission
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! FCWL: a campus 
wide celebration of love!
For more information about From Columbia, With Love. events visit: 
colum.edu/stuact and check out #ccclove for updates on these 
campus events!v-day columbia college chicago
THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES
From Columbia With Love
» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
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BEGINS TOMORROW! FEBRUARY 9–21
Tickets available at all Broadway In Chicago Box Offices and Ticketmaster retail locations. Groups 10+: 312-977-1710
800-775-2000 •
the stereotype that drag queens are just 
crazy men running around in women’s 
makeup and clothing.
There’s also the danger of attracting 
a fetishist who only wants to be with 
someone because he does drag, rather 
than being truly interested in having a 
serious relationship with him.
Rawls said too many people look at 
drag negatively and fail to realize drag 
is about taking off and putting on a 
persona. He said people don’t realize 
that doing drag is just a part of his life.
Frankie Tofteland, a former design stu-
dent from Columbia, often performs as 
his drag queen persona, Chastity Belt, 
and agrees that there are many negative 
stigmas attached to drag queens.
Many people who do not understand 
the drag community often assume that 
all drag queens are transgender. Drag 
queens also have a bad reputation for 
heavy drug use, he added. 
“Drag queens are just like everybody 
else—they come in every shape, size 
and color,” Tofteland said. “One thing 
we have in common is we just want 
to perform.”
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When Sean Marburger per-forms as his drag persona Trisha Bass, all eyes are on 
him. Off the stage, however, he encoun-
ters a stigma associated with his work.
According to Marburger, a junior 
theatre major, people who perform 
in drag are often stereotyped and 
discriminated against when it comes 
to dating by people who find drag 
queens to be a turnoff.
“In the gay community there is a 
stigma of ‘I love going to see drag 
shows—it’s so much fun—but ew, 
I will never date a drag queen,’” 
Marburger said. 
Marburger said often when he meets 
someone he clicks with, the attraction 
fades when his partner finds out he 
participates in drag shows. 
Michael Rawls, a senior theatre 
major who is better known to the drag 
community as LaBajia D’licious, said 
this issue arises because some peo-
ple do not understand that while drag 
queens dress like women, it does not 
mean they want to be women. He said 
gay men are gay for a reason.
Marburger also said dating is made 
more difficult when it comes to meeting 
a partner’s parents, who often disap-
prove of the practice.
“You meet his parents and they love 
you,” Marburger said. “Then they find 
out you do drag.”
Marburger said many parents at 
times act like dating someone who does 
drag is the end of the world, and they 
usually do not want their son dating 
him after they find out he does drag. 
In addition, drag queens can be intim-
idating because some of them are 7 feet 
tall in heels, he noted. Or some asso-
ciate drag with dysfunction, believing 
Tofteland: ‘Drag queens are 
just like everybody else’
 mbraid@chroniclemail.com
» MCKAYLA BRAID 
METRO EDITOR
» COURTESY SEAN MARBURGER
DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771
PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS
$1 American Beer
$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!
Twist & Shout DJ Bailey Dee
The 2nd Tuesday of Every Month
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DON’T: Have a picture of JUST an ani-
mal—or any kind of inanimate object
Dating app users want to converse 
with a human, not your dog or totally 
impressive car. While this may seem 
obvious, Clear said she has fallen victim 
to this phenomenon.
“They’ll have a picture of a clock, 
or maybe a fish,” Clear said. “I’m like, 
‘OK, you like time. I, too, enjoy time. 
That’s fascinating.’”
DO: Take high-quality photos
Presentation matters. A flip phone 
photo may turn people away while a shot 
from a Nikon has the clear, high-quality 
look that is pleasing to the eye.
If one picture is your only app effort, 
If you’ve used dating apps like “Tinder,” “Grindr” or “HER” you know better than anyone that first 
impressions can mean everything.
Users have only a few seconds to grab 
the attention of their potential true loves 
or they will “swipe left” and continue 
searching. Good looks may only be skin 
deep but choosing the right photos to 
grab other users’ attention is crucial to 
dating app success.
It can happen to anyone, but it hap-
pens plenty to Columbia students who 
recall painful experiences while learn-
ing the do’s and don’ts of dating app 
profile pictures.
DO: Offer a variety
Give potential matches a realistic view 
of your appearance with a diverse set 
of photos. Try not to make every photo 
the same. Everyone understands you 
like your smolder, but six photos with 
the same expression are a bit much.
“I try to have at least two colored 
photos: one that is full body and one 
that is just my face,” said Caitlyn Clear, 
a sophomore television major who uses 
“Tinder” and “HER.”
DON’T: Have only one photo
Having a single dating app photo is 
an automatic red flag. Not only does it 
imply you’re only able to take one good 
photo of yourself, leaving details up to a 
potential match’s imagination is never a 
good tactic for Internet romance.
Dylan McBrayer, a sophomore 
design major who uses “Tinder,” 
said he typically assumes accounts 
with a single photo are trying to 
catfish him, so he will not swipe 
right for those users.
“Obviously if you’re going to 
have one photo in this day and 
age, it’s not a solid way to jus-
tify whether or not the person is 
real [or] takes the app seriously,” 
McBrayer said.
DO: Have a photo with an animal
What’s better than scoring a 
cute date? Scoring a cute date 
who has an even cuter pet. A huge 
realm of the dating app community 
finds photos with a furry friend 
to be an automatic “yes, please.” 
There’s even a Tumblr blog dedicated 
to screenshots of guys’ “Tinder” pho-
tos posing with tigers. While The 
Chronicle does not encourage endan-
gering oneself by approaching wildlife 
for extra matches, adding even the 
average dog or cat can heighten your 
level of attraction.
However, Sammie Alli, a sophomore 
business & entrepreneurship major 
and “Tinder” user, advises people to 
still proceed with caution when swip -
ing right for that cute guy posing with 
his puppy.
“Everybody does that,” Alli said. 
“I see so many puppies, kittens and 
babies. I have a soft spot for that. If I 
keep reading and the [guy is] weird, I 
can’t deal with that.”
a half-assed shot is not 
going to cut it. Avoid blurry, 
grainy pictures and, most 
importantly, take it with the 
highest quality technology 
you can get your hands on. 
If this means using a friend’s 
phone or downloading a 
picture that was taken on 
a high-resolution camera, 
so be it.
If done correctly, a 
high-quality shot gives 
off  carefree but not 
careless vibes.
DON’T: Overshare
This can also be read as 
“don’t be terrifying.” This 
is where those dating app 
nightmares come into play, 
including everything from unsolicited 
dick pics to images so unusual that they 
can haunt someone for days to come.
Clear said her worst—and most mem-
orable experience—was something she 
still cannot explain.
“It was a picture of a girl next to this 
grave, and she was in a bridal dress,” 
she said. “There was no explanation. 
And it had a weird filter—like a Chrome 
filter, which made no sense for the 
photo. It was just a bunch of don’ts.”
This is the wrong end of the spectrum 
to be on in the battle for app attention. 
If you would not show someone this 
photo on a first date in real life, stop 
what you’re doing and back away from 
the smartphone.
Submit to the  
superficial:  
The do’s and 
don’ts of dating 
app pictures
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
» MEGAN BENNETT 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE
Chris, 23
Columbia College Chicago
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“Candy Shop”
“Wet Dreamz”
“Lollipop”
“Anal Desire”
“Work It”
50 Cent
J. Cole
Lil Wayne
Brainbombs
Missy Elliott
“Breach”
“As the Rush Comes”
“Between the Sheets”
“F**k You All the Time”
“Eargasm”
Jack
Motorcycle
The Isely Brothers
Jeremih
Tom Zanetti
“SoBeautiful”
“Really Love”
“Rocket”
“Coffee (F**king)”
“Let’s Talk About Sex’”
Musiq Soulchild
D’Angelo
Beyoncé
Miguel
Salt-N-Pepa
“My Neck, My Back”
“Down in the DM”
“Tell Your Friends”
“Thought It Was A Drought”
“Oh Bo”
Khia
Yo GottI
The Weeknd
Future
Bo Burnham
crush for your crush
VALENTINE’S MAKING PARTY
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
WORKROOM, 3RD FLOOR, 916 S. WABASH
11:00AM - 4:00PM
Drop into the Workroom and decorate a Crush Cola can for your 
Valentine's Day crush and then give it to them in class, the dorm, work, 
or whenever!
The Workroom will provide all decorating materials along with refreshments 
and a love song playlist that will give anyone the feels.
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! FCWL: a campus 
wide celebration of love!
For more information about From Columbia, With Love. events visit: 
colum.edu/stuact and check out #ccclove for updates on these 
campus events!
From Columbia With Love
“Songs you can’t play in front of your parents”
» ZOË EITEL 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
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Open:
Mon - Sat: 11am - Midnight
Enclosed Rooftop Bar 
Open Year Round!
Book your romantic 
Valentine’s Day dinner on 
2/13/16 on our Rooftop Bar!
LOCATED AT 
327 S. PLYMOUTH CT
PLYMOUTH 
PUB . RESTAURANT . ROOFTOP BAR AND GRILL
$2.50 ����� ���� ����
$3.00  ������ ���� �� �����  
                 ���� ������ �����
$4.00  ���� ���� ��                    
                 ��������� �� ��
$5.00  �������� ����
$6.00 ��������
$6.00 ���� �� ������
���� ���� �� ����� ��������!
��� ��� ����� ���� 
�������� �� 
�������������.���
» JAKE MILLER 
OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
Sexual education in the United States has been a highly contest-ed issue since the 1970s, when 
widespread concerns about teen preg-
nancy—and subsequently the HIV/
AIDS epidemic—ignited public support 
for a mandatory curriculum.
However, the content of the curricu-
lum and the extent of its use lags behind 
that of many other countries. While 
sexual education in the Netherlands 
begins as early as kindergarten and 
persists throughout students’ youth, 
American programs are often limited 
to a single semester at the high school 
level. American programs are also far 
less comprehensive.
“We had health for one semester in 
sophomore year, and sex ed was only 
a small part of it,” said Rachel Bedore, 
a freshman international affairs major 
at Lewis and Clark College in Portland, 
Oregon. “More information definitely 
would have been of benefit. Most of 
what I learned about sex wasn’t from 
the class.”
Bedore added that discussion of 
LGBT issues was entirely absent.
“I had a girlfriend in high school, 
and it was treated as a joke by stu-
dents and teachers,” she said. “To 
have your relationship belittled like 
that is very annoying.”
More comprehensive curricula have 
been developed, although they are 
seldom employed in public schools. 
An example is “Our Whole Lives”, a 
set of six comprehensive curricula that 
address students’ needs by age group, 
from K–12 and beyond, said Melanie 
Davis, OWL program associate for the 
Unitarian Universalist Association.
“We take the stance that we are sex-
ual from birth to death,” Davis said. 
“We should bring up the subject ear-
ly because even the tiniest kids have 
bodies that they’re learning about.”
OWL is also LGBT-inclusive, Davis 
said. Throughout the program, lan-
guage is employed which encom-
passes many varying orienta-
tions and identities.
OWL is jointly developed by 
the Unitarian Universalist 
Association and the Unit-
ed Church of Christ. While 
UUA is an interfaith body composed 
of individuals from both religious and 
secular backgrounds, UCC is a liberal 
Protestant Christian denomination.
However, OWL is a secular curricu-
lum, Davis hastened to note.
“In public schools, my belief is that 
the curriculum should be secular and 
inclusive of everyone in the room, 
whether they be atheist, Christian, 
Buddhist, Muslim or anything else,” 
she said. “You just can’t do that if you 
have a policy that’s based on religion 
or politics. It absolutely must be sec-
ular.”
The religious right is often associated 
with the United States’ lack of progres-
sive values, but the real issue is more 
multidimensional than that, according 
to Amy Johnson, OWL coordinator at 
the United Church of Christ. While she 
acknowledged some Christians may be 
more conservative than others, she is 
completely comfortable in her beliefs.
“I think what sets [OWL] in the 
[UCC] apart is that we don’t just teach 
secular sexual education,” Johnson 
said. “We combine our deeply held 
spiritual beliefs about social justice, 
safety and community into a conversa-
tion about challenging topics.”
While the core OWL curriculum 
is secular, an optional companion 
program called “Sexuality and Our 
Faith” can be appended. Although 
Davis and Johnson’s perspectives on 
faith differ, they are both strongly in 
favor of progressive, inclusive and 
comprehensive sexual education in 
the United States.
“We’re not done yet,” Davis said. 
“As long as the government is giving 
money to abstinence-only, which we 
know doesn’t work, we’ve got a long 
way to go.”
‘Our Whole Lives’ improves 
lacking sex-ed curriculum
The Kinsey Reports
King James Holy Bible
U.S Constitution
UUA Principles at premises
 dmiller@chroniclemail.com
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PrEP is short for pre-exposure Prophylaxis.
It’s a new HIV Prevention Method!
Come talk to HBHC about a pill that 
when taken every day greatly 
reduces your chance of getting HIV.
Insured or uninsured - We Can Help.
For more info, call 773.388.1600 or 
e-mail PrEP@howardbrown.org
HBHC also provides primary care and trans 
and reproductive health services. Schedule an 
appointment by calling 773.388.1600.
Is your partner positive or are you unsure?
Worried about getting HIV?
Not always using condoms?
transgender people reduces them to one 
part of their experience and identity.
“I cannot pinpoint one specific issue, 
but I know I see [transgender fetishism] 
everywhere,” Lahiri said. “[It] can cre-
ate this differential between cis men and 
trans women where they are taught that 
their worth is in their body. [Transgender 
people] expect to be turned down if 
their trans-ness is ‘too real’ and not 
just a fetish.”
Charlie Cote, a 2015 interdisciplinary 
alumnus and transgender man, said 
he experienced this fetishism firsthand 
when using the dating app “Grindr.”
“I met this guy on ‘Grindr,’ and he was 
great,” Cote said. “Then I realized he 
was with me because I upped his ‘queer 
cred.’ It was a weird sort of fetishism. I 
realized that was going on, and it was 
not the most wonderful experience.” 
Erin Tomlinson, who is currently build-
ing experience to become a life coach, 
experienced this fetishism before real-
izing it was a problem.
“[Fetishism] takes the humanity out of 
someone and turns them into an object 
and does not account for their desires, 
needs or well-being,” Tomlinson said. 
Tomlinson said looking back on a cis 
man they dated in their early 20s— con-
sidering what they know now about 
fetishism—they realized that person was 
fetishizing transgender people.
“It was a specific thing he was seeking 
out, and it was absolutely a fetishiza-
tion,” Tomlinson said. 
Lahiri said this fetishism has led to 
trans people being asked invasive ques-
tions, such as personal questions about 
their sex life and medical history. 
“There is a weird thing where people 
trying to date trans people feel very enti-
tled to information,” Cote said. “People 
who do not even know me will feel the 
need to interrogate me. They would not 
do that to anybody else, so they should 
not do it [to me].”
Lahiri said social services should be 
more inclusive of transgender people to 
help those who have been negatively 
affected by situations involving fetishism.
“[Social services should be] making 
sure the assessments we do and the 
questions we ask are nontriggering and 
inclusive,” Lahiri said.
However, Lahiri said there are positive 
media portraits of transgender people 
that do not fetishize them. 
“Hopefully with people like Laverne 
Cox, Janet Mock, Angelica Ross and 
Jen Richards creating more positive 
visibility, it will create a better image 
and environment,” Lahiri said. 
Julia Serano, an LGBT activist and 
writer, said she sees transgender fetish-
ism as a problem, but not all people do. 
“Some trans people are fine with peo-
ple who seek out trans partners, while 
others feel that it delegitimizes them,” 
Serano said. “Many of us who are OK 
with it in theory, nevertheless feel that 
some of the individuals who express this 
preference do so in an overly aggressive 
or disrespectful manner.”
The biggest problem with fetishism of 
transgender people is that it reduces 
individuals to one aspect that does not 
represent their whole identity, Cote said.
“[Fetishism] takes away from the indi-
vidual human and reduces people to a 
medical reality, which is unfair and bad 
in a lot of ways,” Cote said. 
Fighting fetishism in transgender community
When a man can be shamed merely for interacting with a trans woman—whether it be 
through a photograph, a sex tape or 
correspondence—what does this say 
about how society views trans women? 
More important, what does this do to 
trans women?” said Janet Mock, activist 
and icon in the transgender community, 
in an essay she wrote on transgender 
fetishism on her Sept. 12, 2013 blog. 
From how the transgender experience 
is sexualized in pop culture to online dat-
ing, fetishism continues to be an issue.
Naomi Anurag Lahiri, was named in 
the Windy City Times’ 16th annual 30 
under 30 list, which honors “the best 
and brightest individuals” in Chicago’s 
LGBT community, for the work she has 
done with various LGBT organizations. 
Lahiri is now a social worker with The 
Habitat Company, which assists people 
living in public housing, located at 350 
W. Hubbard St. She said fetishizing 
“
abreck@chroniclemail.com
» ARABELLA BRECK  
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big mouth
PRETTY N’ PUNK EDITION
Come join us as we celebrate and share love in a punk rock way. 
Bring your friends to SPB’s monthly Big Mouth and enjoy some 
sweet treats and performances as we all rock out and remember to 
love ourselves and each other.
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! FCWL: a 
campus wide celebration of love!
For more information about From Columbia, With Love. events visit: 
colum.edu/stuact and check out 
#ccclove for updates on these campus events!
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25
CONAWAY CENTER, 1104 S. WABASH
DOORS + SIGN UPS 6:00PM • EVENT 7:00PM
» MEGAN BENNETT 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Title IX, a section of the nationwide Education Amendments of 1972, has made it not only illegal to dis-
criminate on the basis of sex on college 
campuses but also introduced reporting 
and investigation requirements in cases 
of alleged sexual misconduct involving 
student victims or perpretrators.
Columbia rolled out the Student 
Sexual Misconduct Policy and Proce-
dures during the Fall 2014 Semester, 
according to Beverly Anderson, associ-
ate dean of Student Health and Support 
and Title IX coordinator.
Under this policy, a number of crimes 
are classified as sexual harassment or 
misconduct, including sexual violence or 
abuse as well as any sort of unwanted 
comments, gestures or behavior “of a 
sexual nature or based on  gender.”
Anderson said while students may not 
think an experience they had falls within 
these categories, they should still report 
it if it caused them discomfort.
“I would ask students to report anyway 
because that is the case sometimes—stu-
dents will report something [and] it may 
not necessarily fall under the Student 
Sexual Misconduct Policy and Proce-
dures, but it would be a violation of the 
Student Code of Conduct,” she said.
Students can report possible sexual 
assault to three types of college employ-
ees: a “responsible employee,” which 
includes all faculty and staff, “nonpro-
fessional counselors” or “advocates and 
confidential resources.”
Responsible employees are mandated 
to report the incident to Anderson, which 
begins a formal investigation. Nonpro-
fessional counselors and advocates, 
who can report incidents to Anderson 
without revealing the student’s person-
al information include Kari Sommers, 
assistant dean of Student Life, as well as 
Oterio Villa, coordinator of Residence 
Life Training & Communication. Con-
fidential resources, which include the 
Student Health, Counseling Services 
and counselors in the Office of Student 
Relations, cannot report incidents to 
Anderson without a victim’s permission.
To encourage student reporting, the 
college policy guidelines include an 
amnesty clause that protects students 
from discipline if they report an incident 
that happened while under the influence 
of alcohol or drugs, Anderson said.
“Sometimes students do not want to 
come forward and report because alco-
hol or drugs were involved, [but] that is 
not our primary concern at that time,” 
she said.
According to Anderson, bystanders 
can report under the same guidelines or 
anonymously use the college’s new whis-
tleblower service at (844) 406-8158 or 
www.Colum.EthicsPoint.com.
When students report a sex crime, 
they are directed to Columbia’s coun-
seling services as well as community 
resources, Anderson said, such as Rape 
Victim Advocates and Center on Halst-
ed. If a crime occurs off campus, the col-
lege still encourages students to report 
and directs the victim to the Chicago 
Police Department.
According to Columbia’s 2014–2015 
crime report, the college had five 
reported rapes in 2014, up from the 
two assaults reported in 2013. Figures 
for 2015 will not be available until later 
this year, Anderson said.
Sexual assault awareness events for 
the Spring 2016 Semester including the 
Feb. 24 Consent Rocks Concert, a musi-
cal performance that emphasizes sexual 
education, and art exhibitions from the 
Peace Paper Project beginning March 
8. The Project that uses papermaking as 
a form of therapy for victims of harass-
ment or violence.
“We are doing our best to have a con-
certed effort of informing our students 
about the policy,” Anderson said. “I 
would rather the students have the infor-
mation before an incident as opposed 
to afterwards.”
A s tudent  gu ide  to 
 mbennett@chroniclemail.com
Title IX
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We belong  
together
PILL  +  
CONDOM
Planned Parenthood of Illinois
1-877-200-PPIL | www.ppil.org
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» GRETCHEN STERBA 
& ZOË EITEL 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTERS
Madison Kennedy, a sophomore 
theatre major, identifies as pansexual 
but tells others she is bisexual because 
more people are familiar with the term. 
Pansexuality is defined as not limiting 
sexual choice in regards to gender 
identity, while bisexuality is regarded 
as being attracted to people of their 
same and other gender identities.
“As someone that makes and does 
theatre, I think just creating more roles 
and more awareness in general of 
[sexuality] in art is really important,” 
Kennedy said.
Kennedy said the LGBT world has 
come a long way in the last 10 years 
and she hopes more of the lesser-known 
sexualities, like those she identifies 
with, begin to gain recognition.
“I’m not broken,” Cipolla said. “Just 
like a bunch of other people, I wouldn’t 
want my sexuality to define me as a 
person because, as a whole, I would 
say that’s widely insignificant.”
make that ‘We’re just like you’ argu-
ment if someone’s sexuality is very fluid 
because then we’re talking about not 
only challenging people’s heteronor-
mativity but also their concept of what 
gender [identity] is.”
Sasso said people have begun to 
stop thinking of sexuality as a binary 
concept of straight and gay and are 
more accepting of sexualities through-
out the spectrum.
Cipolla said he thinks asexual people 
are underrepresented in the concious-
ness of mainstream society, adding that 
sometimes people just need to know the 
definition of a sexuality for it to make 
sense to them.
“All of the terms under the asexuality 
umbrella recognize that some people 
aren’t sexual,” Sasso said. “Whether 
you’re sexual and when you’re sexual 
may be the more prominent piece for 
someone in terms of their identity than 
the gender of the person they would be 
attracted to.”
Emily Waters, a junior cinema art 
+ science major, identifies as panro-
mantic—being romantically attracted 
Is something wrong with you?” is the response Matt Cipolla, a soph-omore cinema art + science major, 
often gets when he tells people he iden-
tifies as asexual and aromantic.
“I don’t feel sexual attraction toward 
other people,” Cipolla said. “I still have 
a sex drive and a libido, but it’s not 
directed toward any people. I don’t 
have a need or want for sex.”
While gay and lesbian people have 
made strides toward equal rights and 
acceptance, little progress has been 
made for people of other sexual iden-
tities like Cipolla.
The arguments of “we’re just like you 
straight people” and “we’re born this 
way” of the Gay Rights Movement 
helped gay and lesbian people achieve 
rights, but ultimately hurt other sexual 
orientations, said Stephanie Sasso, a 
licensed psychologist with certification 
in sex therapy from the American Asso-
ciation of Sexuality Educators, Counsel-
ors and Therapists.
“Those arguments tend to fall apart a 
bit when you talk about more nuanced 
identities,” Sasso said. “It’s harder to 
Going beyond 
        the binary
to anyone regardless of gender iden-
tity—and gray-asexual—rarely feeling 
sexual attraction.
Waters said she believes sexualities 
like hers are underreported and need 
more attention in media and early 
health education to reduce stigmas 
associated with them.
“Quite a large amount of the pop-
ulation [would identify] as pansexual 
or asexual if they actually knew what 
it meant,” Waters said. “I would want 
them to get the idea that it exists, and 
it’s not a bad thing.”
Sasso said millennials and younger 
people are generally more under-
standing of sexualities other than gay 
or straight and have embraced them 
with an unprecedented tolerance unlike 
ideologies of older generations.
“The biggest thing that makes people 
change their attitudes is knowing some-
one in an identity group,” Sasso said. 
“When we got to this tipping point 
where everybody knew somebody who 
was gay, it was harder to be discrimina-
tory or deny people rights when it was 
their neighbor or someone they knew.”
Sexuality dictionaryPanromantic:Someone who is panromantic can be roman-
tically attracted to anyone, regardless of 
gender or sexual identity.
Aromantic:
 Is not romantically attracted to anyone, 
regardless of gender or sexual identity.
Gray-Asexual:
Feels sexual attraction very rarely.
“
 zeitel@chroniclemail.com
 gsterba@chroniclemail.com
Investigating lesser known sexualities
Demisexual:
Only experiences sexual attraction toward 
someone after developing a strong emotional 
bond.
Demiromantic:
Only experiences romantic attraction toward 
someone after developing a strong emotional 
bond.
Bisexual:
Feels sexual attraction toward people of the 
same and other gender identities as them.
Biromantic:
Feels romantic attraction toward people of the 
same and other gender identities.
Polysexual:
Experiences sexual attraction toward people 
of multiple genders but not necessarily all 
genders.
Polyromantic:
Experiences romantic attraction toward people 
of multiple but not all gender identities.
Pansexual:
Can be sexually attracted to anyone, regar-
less of gender or sexual identity.
Gray-Romantic:
Feels romantic attraction very rarely.
Gynesexual:
Attracted romantically or sexually to femi-
ninity.
Androsexual:
Attracted romantically or sexually to mascu-
linity.
Skoliosexual:
Attracted romantically or sexually to people 
of a nonbinary gender identity.
convenient; only have to change it once 
a month
CONS: Can slip out; bleeding between 
periods; breast tenderness; nausea 
and vomiting
5 Implant (Implanon and Nexplanon) - a match-
stick-sized rod that is inserted in the 
arm
PROS: Can be used by women who 
cannot take estrogen; gives continu-
ous, long-lasting birth control without 
sterilization; for most women, the abil-
ity to become pregnant returns quick-
ly when you stop using the implant
CONS: Must be inserted by a 
healthcare provider; some wom-
en have longer, heavier peri-
ods; some women experience in-
creased spotting and light bleeding 
between periods
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Brenda Wolfe, advanced nurse 
practitioner and clinical service direc-
tor at Planned Parenthood of Illinois, 
explains various forms of birth control 
and their side effects.
1 Pills - Take a pill each day at same time, aligns with menstrual cycle
PROS: Reduces menstrual cramps; 
makes periods lighter; offers some 
protection against pelvic inflamma-
tory disease, which often leads to 
infertility when left untreated
CONS: Spotting between periods; 
breast tenderness; nausea and 
vomiting; easy to forget to take 
a pill every day
2Patch - Wear a small patch that on your skin; should be changed 
weekly; aligns with menstrual cycle
PROS: Reduces menstrual cramps; 
makes periods lighter; only needs 
attention weekly
CONS: Bleeding between periods; 
breast tenderness; nausea and vom-
iting; patch could fall off
It seemed like a fantasy at the time—a magical pill to allow women to en-joy sex without fear that it would 
lead to pregnancy.
In 1914, nurse activist Margaret 
Sanger was prosecuted for publishing 
information about “birth control,” a 
term she coined. She later founded 
what would become Planned Parent-
hood and fought social 
and legal battles to pub-
lish information about 
avoiding pregnancy.
She eventually got her 
wish. The birth control pill was finally 
invented in the 1950s and approved 
by the Food and Drug Administration 
in 1960, but was so controversial it 
was originally marketed as a medica-
tion to regulate menstrual cycles. 
Today the pill is just one of many 
birth control options available to 
women. Investigate your 
choice carefully as some 
produce serious side ef-
fects when given to pa-
tients for whom they are 
contraindicated. 
Get to know the drill on the pill» LAUREN KOSTIUK & ARABELLA BRECK CAMPUS EDITOR 
& OPINIONS EDITOR
3 Shot (Depo-Provera) - Get a shot in arm every three 
months
PROS: Lasts for three months; 
there is no daily pill to remember; 
there is nothing to do right before 
having sex; some women say it 
improves their sex lives because 
it helps them feel more sponta-
neous; is a very private method of 
birth control—there is no pack-
aging or other evidence that 
might be embarrassing for some 
people; periods become fewer 
and lighter; some women stop 
having periods completely after a 
year of use
CONS: Increased spotting and 
light bleeding between pe-
riods; must be given by a 
healthcare provider
4 Vaginal Ring (NuvaR-ing) - Small ring inserted 
into the vagina once a month 
for three weeks at a time
PROS: Safe, effective and  abreck@chroniclemail.com
 lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
love yo’ self
FAIR & FASHION SHOW
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24
CONAWAY CENTER, 1104 S. WABASH
7:00PM - 9:00PM
FCWL brings you a fashion show, fair, party, where you can take a moment and 
be proud of all the positive things about being you. And there’s plenty!
Join us at the Conaway featuring your RUNWAY with an emphasis on confidence 
and support for one another. Music, snacks and activities to be featured along 
with the “walk.” Here’s a chance to stress the importance of loving oneself so 
that in turn we can continue to be a force for good around those who WE love. 
See how it all comes full circle!?
***Are you up for being one of our models? Visit: colum.edu/stuact for 
more info.***
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! FCWL: a campus wide 
celebration of love!
Check out #ccclove for updates on these campus events!
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The rise and Infamy of drunk sex
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To Columbia grad Ricardo Bouyett, the line between con-sent and sexual assault is thin but can be easily blurred if 
drugs and alcohol are involved.
“Personally, I have been taken ad-
vantage of in situations, which is why 
I don’t do drugs anymore before en-
gaging,” Bouyett said. “I did once 
and that was a mistake.”
He said he thinks drugs inhibit the 
ability to give consent, which he un-
derstands is one of the most important 
conversations people have.
“If someone isn’t comfortable with 
a situation and feels violated, then 
you’ve screwed them up mentally and 
emotionally,” Bouyett said. 
Bouyett, a 2015 photography alum-
nus, said his friends often use drugs 
like marijuana, ecstasy or acid before 
sex to enhance their experience, but 
that raises the question: Can someone 
give consent while under the influence 
of drugs?
Laura Palumbo, a communications 
director for the National Sexual Vio-
HOW DO DRUGS IMPACT 
THE ABILITY TO CONSENT?
SEX, DRUGS AND CONSENT
Story by McKayla Braid 
Design by Alexander Aghayere
lence Resource Center in Enola, Penn-
sylvania, which provides resources 
and support to people responding 
and working to prevent sexual vio-
lence, said the word “consent” is not 
fully understood.
“It’s a term that is so essential, but 
not everyone fully understands the 
meaning of consent, and it’s quite sim-
ply the voluntary and mutual agree-
ment surrounding a sexual activity, 
and it’s important for consent to be 
clear—it is not the absence of a no,” 
Palumbo said.
Under Illinois law, consent is “a free-
ly given agreement to the act of sexu-
al penetration or sexual conduct.”
Palumbo said using drugs and alco-
hol before sex is nothing new, and it is 
not even something specific to college 
students or this generation.
Sex, drugs and alcohol have played 
a large part in history and in our cul-
ture, Palumbo said, but she added 
that it is not the best option for men-
tal or physical health and safety. She 
said consent needs to be voluntary, 
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She said if a person is incapacitat-
ed by drug or alcohol use they can-
not give consent, but she said if two 
people had been smoking marijuana, 
it does not necessarily mean they 
cannot give consent, but if one of the 
parties is incapacitated, their consent 
is invalid.
She also said drug or alcohol use 
is never an excuse for an offense and 
said when mixing drugs and sex, 
proceed at one’s own risk.
Grant Bowman said drugs are 
a real concern in campus pros-
ecutions. She once headed a 
review panel at Cornell and 
most of the encounters took 
place when there was an 
enormous amount of 
drinking and people 
were unable to walk 
straight.
“Then you get to 
those real difficult 
problems about 
[how] anybody 
[could] have given 
consent under those 
c i r cums tances ,” 
Grant Bowman said.
She said drugs 
and alcohol are 
never an excuse on 
the part of the of-
fender and commu-
nications are of the 
utmost importance 
when it comes to 
sex.
Bouyett said 
consent is import-
ant because forcing 
someone to do something they are un-
comfortable with can leave them with 
lasting trauma.
“Consent is the most important 
thing—don’t underplay it, and if 
someone does give consent prior to 
engaging [but] while they’re engag-
ing they want to step back and not 
do anything else, then respect them, ” 
Bouyett said. “Don’t pressure them to 
do anything else or you might damage 
them further.”
Actively and Comically Empowering, 
said combining drugs and sex is a bad 
idea with or without consent.
“Sometimes consent isn’t as clear as 
it should be,” Kinter said. “Sometimes 
people give consent when they real-
ly don’t want to, and I think drugs 
have an effect on that. Drugs do 
alter the ability to give consent, 
but they also alter the commu-
nication, and someone could 
think they have consent when 
they don’t or someone could 
falsely give consent.”
Kinter said drugs are an es-
pecially bad idea if only one 
partner is under the influence-
because it can be as if they 
are in two different worlds. 
She said no one should use 
drugs to give them a false 
sense of bravery to do any-
thing sexual.
“That’s just a distraction 
that’s a temporary solution to 
something that is a much big-
ger problem; you shouldn’t 
have to take [illegal] drugs 
to do anything,” Kinter said. 
“If you’re not comfortable 
with your body or you’re not 
comfortable with sex, drugs 
will not change that.”
Cynthia Grant Bowman, a Dor-
othea S. Clarke professor of law at 
Cornell Law School, said New York 
and California are two prominent 
states pushing for a standard of affir-
mative consent, which means consent 
is not a lack of a no, but a clear yes.
She said this takes the pressure off 
the victim to prove there was force 
and instead puts it on the perpetrator 
to prove that consent was given.
She said the new affirmative laws 
are pushing people to ask for consent 
before each step of an intimate en-
counter, because it is difficult to prove 
mutual and clear, making the use of 
drugs and alcohol a barrier to making 
consent possible. Some say it must be 
an “enthusiastic yes.”
An Association of American Univer-
sities Campus Climate Survey on Sex-
ual Assault and Sexual Misconduct 
said 11.7 percent of students who re-
sponded from 27 universities reported 
experiencing nonconsensual contact 
by physical force, threats of physical 
force, or incapacitation since enroll-
ing at their university.
 “Incidents involving use of drugs or 
alcohol as tactics constituted a signifi-
cant percentage of assaults and other 
misconduct,” according to additional 
findings from the survey.
Emily Meyers, a sophomore nursing 
student at College of DuPage in Glen 
Ellyn, Illinois, said she has friends who 
use drugs to calm their nerves before 
going on “Tinder dates.” Meyers also 
said anxiety about sexual identity 
could be a reason for drug use before 
engaging in sex.
“If someone were gay and they 
weren’t comfortable with it, I think 
that could be a reason they would use 
drugs to have sex,” Meyers said.
According to a 2011 study done 
by the San Francisco Human Rights 
Commission LGBT Advisory Commit-
tee on bisexual invisibility, “Youth 
who explore sexuality and live with 
homophobic parents or in abusive fos-
ter homes are more likely to wind up 
on the streets where they experience 
substance abuse [and] greater risk for 
mental health problems.”
Meyers also said she thinks students 
should not use drugs to do things they 
are afraid to do sober.
Grace Kinter, a sophomore busi-
ness & entrepreneurship major and 
founder and president of Columbia’s 
student-run feminist group O-FACE, 
an acronym for Outrageous Feminist 
implied consent.
“If nobody says anything—if she 
doesn’t say yes, if she doesn’t say 
no—then what you’re left with are 
things that are difficult to prove, and 
that can be construed against either 
party,” Grant Bowman said. “The af-
firmative consent laws are a push to 
do that, not to stop and sign a con-
tract but to talk, to actually make 
sure you have consent before you 
move on to the next stage of an 
intimate interaction.”
Grant Bowman said when affirma-
tive consent was first introduced, it 
was ridiculed because usually during 
a sexual encounter, people do not ask 
for consent each step of the way.
“[Affirmative consent is] a good 
thing because it encourages people to 
communicate and I think that’s healthy 
in relations between adult sexual part-
ners,” Grant Bowman said.
It’s a term that is so essential, but not everyone fully 
understands the meaning of consent and it’s quite simply 
the voluntary and mutual agreement surrounding a sex-
ual activity and it’s important for consent to be clear—it 
is not the absence of a no. -— Laura Palumbo 
 mbraid@chroniclemail.com
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fabulunch
BODY POSITIVITY AND SELF LOVE
Please join the Office of LGBTQ Culture and 
Community for a free lunch and engaging conversation 
with students, faculty and staff on one of the longest 
relationships we will have—with our body! 
Topics will include body image, health and wellness 
and DIY self care with special guest personal trainer 
and entrepreneur Jace Smith.
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! 
FCWL: a campus wide celebration of love!
For more information about From Columbia, With 
Love. events visit: 
colum.edu/stuact and check out #ccclove for 
updates on these campus events!
From Columbia With Love
Speaker: Jace Smith
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
4TH FLOOR, 618 S. MICHIGAN
12:00PM - 1:30PM
» JAKE MILLER 
OPERATIONS ASSISTANT
A sexual fetish—or paraphil-
ia—is an intense sexual attrac-
tion to an object, situation or 
individual that falls outside the 
spectrum of “typical” sexuali-
ty. However, experts disagree 
on where to draw the line 
between genuine paraphilias 
and sexual interests that are 
merely unusual.
In recent years, many psy-
chologists have come to hold 
that paraphilias are an expres-
sion of healthy sexuality, ac-
cording to Paul Joannides, a 
psychoanalyst and author of 
the book “The Guide to Getting 
it On.”
“I tend to look at it from a 
you-and-your-partner point 
of view,” Joannides said. “If 
a person’s fetishized object—
let’s say feet or leather under-
wear—becomes more import-
ant than their partner or they 
can’t become aroused without 
the fetish, then they may have 
an issue. It all depends on 
how it’s working for you and 
your partner.”
While human behavior is re-
markably complicated and no 
two individuals are ever alike, 
psychologists generally assume 
there is some sort of method 
that underlies the madness. 
Read on for The Chronicle’s au-
topsy of three of the most fasci-
nating sexual deviations.
Maiesiophilia: Belly up!
Maiesiophilia is sexual at-
traction to pregnant women. It 
can take a variety of different 
forms, ranging from attraction 
to the appearance of women 
who are pregnant, the process 
of lactation or the circumstanc-
es surrounding varying stages 
of pregnancy such as insemi-
nation or childbirth itself.
When actress Demi Moore 
appeared pregnant and nude 
on the cover of Vanity Fair 
magazine in 1991, the prover-
bial water was broken, and the 
floodgates to America’s mass 
media obsession with pregnant 
celebrities were opened. Since 
then, the mass media has pre-
sented pregnancy not only as 
glamorous, but as a beacon for 
female empowerment.
However, the psychological 
impetus of maiesiophilia may 
dwell deeper in humanity’s 
womb. According to a 2011 
study by The Journal of Sexual 
Medicine, maiesiphiliac prefer-
ences are far more common in 
older siblings who have been 
exposed to pregnant women 
between the ages of one and 
five years old.
Human proclivities toward 
this kind of idealization of ma-
Psyched-out sex:  
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ternity can be traced all the 
way back to the Venus of Wil-
lendorf, a paleolithic sculpture 
of a fertility goddess.
Cuckolding: Trouble in the cuck-
oo’s nest
In the con-
text of fetish-
es, cuckolding 
refers to the 
desire—usually 
of a heterosex-
ual male—to 
see his partner 
make love to 
another man.
This most-ar-
chaic of vices 
has populat-
ed the annuls 
of great lit-
erature from 
Shakespeare to D.H. Lawrence’s 
“Lady Chatterley’s Lover.” 
The term derives from the 
cuckoo bird, and alludes to its 
habit of laying eggs in other 
birds’ nests. While many would 
deem the behavior itself to 
be “cuckoo,” practitioners 
firmly disagree.
Although looked upon with 
the most profound shame in 
days gone by, cuckolding has 
seen an explosive resurgence 
throughout the last decade, 
largely as a result of its promi-
nence in Internet memes.
Numerous psychological ex-
planations exist for cuckolding. 
Whereas the more obvious 
theories associate it with hu-
miliation fetishes, a far more 
fascinating observation is that 
a primate’s phallus will grow 
harder and more erect after he 
has witnessed another male in-
seminate the mate of his choos-
ing. The reason for this is that 
the primate hopes to scoop the 
opposing male’s sperm from his 
mate’s vagina. Tantalizing stuff; 
Who wouldn’t get a little hot 
and bothered?
Podophilia:  Playing Footsy
Podophilia is sexual attrac-
tion to feet. I have a personal 
theory about this one. When I 
was in high school, I had a girl-
friend who always wore closed-
toed shoes. The first time I visit-
ed her home, 
she took off 
her shoes 
when we 
entered the 
b e d r o o m . 
I had nev-
er seen her 
bare feet be-
fore, and as I 
entered what 
was certainly 
a private, in-
timate space, 
it struck me 
that I was 
gaining access to an aspect of 
her being which had previously 
been hidden. Essentially, an as-
sociation was formed.
Interestingly, foot fetishes are 
very prominent in Japanese cul-
ture, in which shoes are always 
removed in the home, and in 
which there is a very firm divide 
between private and public life. 
This would seem to compliment 
my theory. However, this is all 
just academic navel-gazing. The 
point is that feet are hot, and 
everyone should try sucking on 
a toe or two. Why not?
Joannides quipped, “There 
was a neat poster shop I used 
to occasionally visit in a trendy 
part of LA. There was this one 
poster of a ballerina’s feet from 
the knees down, and it always 
had a sign in front of it that said, 
‘out of stock, ask to be put on 
list.’ I couldn’t figure out what 
was so amazing about the post-
er, so I asked the shopkeeper. 
He smiled and said, ‘Men with 
a foot fetish. We just can’t seem 
to keep enough in stock.’”
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condom commandos
WE GOT YOUR SIX.
From Columbia With Love
ALL OF FEBRUARY
CAMPUS WIDE
Condom Commandos got your six*. The Student Veteran Center and FCWL bring you the Condom Com-
mandos, campus-wide, all month long. Be safe.
Condoms provided by the Student Health and Support team.
* “I got your six” is another way of saying I got your back... I’m looking out for you... etc. Condom Commandos will be distributing materials as much as possible to encourage safe sex 
practices because… we’re on your side.
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! FCWL: a campus wide celebration of love!
For more information about From Columbia, With Love. events visit: colum.edu/stuact and check out 
#ccclove for updates on these campus events!
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TINDER ‘GIF’ 
UPDATE
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Reviews 
The introduction of Tinder’s GIF 
feature is something I’ve come to 
adore. The search function allows 
me to find the perfect “Dragon Ball 
Z” GIF for any occasion. From GIFS 
of “Galick Gun” to “Ginyu Force,” 
“Spirit Bomb” and “Super Saiyan,” 
Tinder’s got what you need.
“KAITLYN GENDER” 
PORN
I have not seen this, but why would 
someone think a porn called Kait-
lyn Gender is OK? Capitalizing on 
celebrities to make porn is not new. 
However, this crosses a line and 
makes the fetishism of trans women 
OK when it surely is not. Do society 
a favor and stop this now. 
“HYPNOTIZED” 
BY AKON
Akon has released his latest late 
night bedroom jam. Akon is back to 
singing about “booty,” “titties” and 
“shaking that ass” with an island-es-
que melody playing in the back-
ground. Let’s be honest though; 
nothing will ever top Akon’s “Beau-
tiful” from 2008.
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Hollywood couple Meagan Good 
and DeVon Franklin are telling 
readers to wait until marriage. 
While there is power in reclaiming 
sex and harnessing sexual energy, 
these conversations often play on 
inequitable respectability politics 
and unrealistic notions of purity.
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“IBRATE”
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This free app is basically a vibra-
tor on your phone. While it can 
be used to spice up your love life, 
I think it is unsanitary to put your 
phone near your genitals. If you 
do use it, please wipe your phone 
down after. If you want a vibrator—
just buy one online.
“FIFTY SHADES OF 
BLACK”
The new movie, parodying the all-
too-hyped series “Fifty Shades of 
Grey,” opened Jan. 29 and upturns 
the submissive sexual relationship 
of the original with refreshingly grit-
ty sex jokes, giving a lighter tone to 
the original series. Black is taking 
it back!
“PILLOW TALK” 
BY ZAYN
The first single from a solo Zayn Ma-
lik didn’t disappoint. The lyrics are 
sultry without being raunchy, and 
the same can be said for the music 
video. The trippy effects, suggestive 
clips and Malik’s downright sensual 
voice make a video that is definitely 
a hot-and-heavy experience. 
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You would think 20 seasons in, 
America’s interest in “The Bachelor” 
would start to wilt like one of Ben 
H’s red roses. This Indiana charmer 
has wooed fan favorites like Olivia 
and Lace as well as the show’s fans. 
One tip, though—maybe don’t take 
every date on a helicopter ride.
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Should government regulate sex toys?
» SELENA COTTE  
COPY CHIEF
The world of sex toys can be big and scary to a novice—it’s easy to grab the cheapest vibrator available and 
think it will suffice. However, not know-
ing the origin and composition of the 
sex toys you purchase can cause harm 
to your body and sexual health.
   The Food and Drug Administration is 
responsible for testing medical devices 
prior to their being sold in the United 
States, but sex toys are not under their 
jurisdiction. However, some sex toy 
experts think they should be, as many 
sex toys can be made of porous mate-
rials capable of retaining bacteria, or 
plastic containing phthalates, a chem-
ical material linked to cancer. Good 
sex toys can be made of silicone, glass, 
metals like stainless steal and even cer-
tain treated woods.
   “The FDA does not regulate sex toys 
because they are not considered to be 
medical devices,” said Deborah Kotz, a 
press officer for the FDA, in an emailed 
statement. “The FDA does, however, 
regulate genital devices that have a 
medical purpose such as vibrators 
intended for therapeutic use.”
   While there is not a complete lack of 
regulation of sex toy products as the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
does oversee them, the CPSC does 
not test products before making them 
available for purchase, which may be 
necessary for sex toys. 
Dr. Nicole Williams, a gynecologist 
who works at  the Gynecology Institute 
of Chicago, said sex toys should be reg-
ulated for safety reasons.
“You want to make sure if you’re using 
something that requires power, that it 
won’t provide any damage to the vagi-
nal or anal mucosa, which could be life- 
long damage if the device isn’t properly 
regulated,” Williams said.
   The FDA recently began regulating 
lubricants, but Searah Deysach, owner 
of Early to Bed, a feminist sex shop spe-
cializing in inclusive and high quality 
sex products located at 5044 N. Clark 
St., is not sure whether government reg-
ulation is sufficient.
   “Some of the smaller companies make 
products people like [but] can’t afford to 
go through the FDA processing. Some 
of the bigger companies, like K-Y can, 
are FDA approved, and they burn peo-
ple’s genitals, so I have mixed feelings 
on how they would handle sex toys,” 
Deysach said.
   Alexis Thomas, co-owner of sex toy 
shop Taboo Tabou, 843 W. Belmont 
Ave., agrees that FDA approval is not 
the way to ensure sex toys are safe for 
consumers and instead suggests they 
seek advice from sex shop personnel.
   “If you find a good neighborhood toy 
shop, they’re going to be picky about 
the toys.... Ask [your local sex shop] 
what kind of materials [toys] are made 
of, can they be sterilized, what kind of 
lube is that. Make sure you’re aware of 
what you’re buying,” Thomas said.
   One does not have to break the bank 
to get a good sex toy, either.
   “You can find [good toys] in any 
price range if you’re willing to do the 
research.... [But] if it says it’s for novelty 
use only, avoid it. Those are not made 
for your genitals and can harm you,” 
Thomas said.
 scotte@chroniclemail.com
be kind
RANDOM ACTS OF KINDESS WEEK
FEBRUARY 15 - 19
ANYWHERE AND EVERYWHERE
Starting February 15th, you may see bowls of our “Be Kind” pins in select
lobbies & student centers. Grab a few pins and go. 
Now you have some ready for when you witness those considerate, sweet
moments of kindness acted out by others. You can then recognize and thank 
them for their kind, selfless acts by thoughtfully giving them a pin!
It’s that simple. Everyone is kindness ambassador, who is encouraged to keep 
the positivity going and inspire others to do the same!
Love for yourself, love for others, love for what you do! FCWL: a campus 
wide celebration of love!
For more information about From Columbia, With Love. events visit: 
colum.edu/stuact and check out #ccclove for updates on these 
campus events!
From Columbia With Love
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Throwing a sex toy party
Ideally located in 
the heart of historic 
Printer’s Row sits 
Hotel Blake, a 
boutique Chicago 
Hotel. Whether you 
visit Chicago for 
business or pleasure, 
Hotel Blake offers 
upscale Chicago 
Accommodations 
along with 
impeccable service.
Contact us at: 
877-424-6423
Boutique Chicago Accommodations at
Columbia College Chicago friends 
and family use code LCOLUM for 
special discounts and offers.  
» ZOË EITEL 
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
It’s a tradition begun in the 1950s with Tupperware. Women invite their friends and coworkers to a party to 
buy household products, thus earning 
the host products and gifts.
Swap plasticware for dildos and other 
toys, and welcome to the 21st century.
Jeannette Tarqueno is an independent 
senior consultant with Pure Romance, a 
woman-to-woman retailer of relation-
ship enhancement products, or sex toys. 
She helps women throw sex toy parties.
According to Tarqueno, the parties 
are free to host and provide a safe 
and fun environment for women to 
learn more about sex and buy prod-
ucts. While women continue to party 
in one room, Tarqueno sets up a shop 
in another, where women can privately 
buy products and ask further questions.
Here’s how to get started, she explains:
1 Communicate with a consul-tant: Tarqueno said before an 
event, she sends a “hostess packet” in 
the mail containing a catalog, order 
forms for women who might not be able 
to attend the party, invitations and a 
personal letter detailing what the host-
ess is to expect from the party.
“I try to reach out to [the hostess] 
as often as I can with little tips on 
what it takes to have a good party,” 
Tarqueno said.
2 Ignore the awkwardness:“You just get girls there, and I pro-
vide all the fun,” Tarqueno said. 
Tarqueno said she makes sure the 
party environment is comfortable for 
women who may not know each other. 
She uses games and icebreakers to 
create a fun atmosphere.
“I expected [the party] to be really 
awkward, especially because I didn’t 
know everyone who was there,” 
said Alexia Tillman, a College of 
DuPage student who has attended 
a sex toy party. “It ended up being 
not awkward at all. I think we all 
had a really fun time and warmed 
up to each other really quickly.”
3 Educate yourself:Tillman said she was impressed 
with how much she learned about 
sexual health at the party.
Tarqueno said learning is part of 
the party experience. 
“My job is to educate women,” 
Tarqueno said. “I’m there to help them 
understand that sex is not a crazy topic. 
There are things women want to talk to 
their doctors about but are afraid or 
uncomfortable [discussing], and I make 
it comfortable for them to talk about 
those things.”
4 Test the products:Tillman said her favorite part of the 
party was being able to test the majority 
of the products Tarqueno brought in her 
many suitcases.
“I was surprised at how many of the 
products we were able to test. Obvi-
ously, the majority of them were 
beauty products,” Tillman said. “I 
actually cared more about testing 
the beauty products because, like 
a vibrator is a vibrator. You know 
what to do with that [already].”
5 Buy stuff: Tillman said she did not 
expect to purchase anything 
at the party, but she ended up 
buying more than a few sprays, 
gels and lotions out of the Pure 
Romance beauty lines.
 zeitel@chroniclemail.com
Dildos & Daquiris
» PHOTOS LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE
» PHOTOS EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE
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When freshman theatre major Winter Sherrod was young-er, her male classmates often 
asked, “Do you masturbate?” 
Though she did, she did not feel com-
fortable telling them about it. She did 
not want to be publicly shamed for a 
natural act.
“Boys are totally OK talking about 
masturbation and how much they do it, 
and women don’t really get that oppor-
tunity,” Sherrod said.
Like Sherrod, many women have 
been embarrassed and shamed by the 
stigma associated with female mastur-
bation. It is more socially acceptable 
for men to masturbate than for women, 
yet studies suggest women masturbate 
about as frequently as men do.
According to the 2010 book “99 
Things Parents Wish They Knew Before 
Having ‘THE’ Talk” by doctors Pierre-
Paul Tellier and Chris F. Fariello, it is 
likely that 80–95 percent of men mas-
turbate at some time in their lives, but 
about 70–92 percent of women do, 
as well.
Rena McDaniel, a Chicago licensed 
professional counselor who specializes 
in sex therapy, said one of the main 
causes of the social stigma surrounding 
female masturbation is biology. 
“People who have penises can look 
down and see their penises and what 
they respond to,” McDaniel said. 
“They’re taught that it’s OK and appro-
priate for their penises to respond to 
sexual stimuli. People who have vulvas 
aren’t taught that.”
Because vaginas are internal sexual 
organs, people cannot look down 
and automatically see what they are 
responding to. Instead, they are taught 
what is appropriate for vulva response. 
“If we look at history, women have his-
torically been oppressed and one of 
the ways that we have historically been 
oppressed is by fearing our sexuality,” 
McDaniel said.
Korey McWilliams, a sex therapist 
and an adjunct professor in the Human-
ities, History & Social Sciences Depart-
ment who teaches “Human Sexuality 
Seminar,” said the stigma surrounding 
female masturbation is really a stigma 
attached to female sexuality itself. 
Women are often sexualized and objec-
tified by mainstream media. When they 
embrace their own sexuality, people 
think something is wrong with them, 
according to McWilliams.
» GRETCHEN STERBA 
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Adding a feminine touch:
Setting the record straight on female masturbation
“Women want sex as much as men 
do. It’s bullshit to think otherwise,” 
McWilliams said. “They’re just not 
allowed to have sex, so they can’t talk 
about sex and they can’t express their 
sexual desires. They can, but they risk 
being slut-shamed.”
Elizabeth Rudacille, a freshman the-
atre major, said she thinks the stigma 
derives from women being viewed as 
“side tokens” for men.
“I guess the stigma stems from people 
not wanting us to do things on our 
own,” Rudacille said. “It’s like men see 
us as ‘You need us to please yourself,’ 
and obviously we don’t.”
McDaniel said schools should encour-
age a better understanding of sex edu-
cation, and McWilliams agreed.
McDaniel added that parents should 
“normalize” sex to their children.
“I think on a personal level, people 
who have vulvas have the right to 
explore their bodies and their own 
sexuality and to take the time to get 
to know their own bodies,” McDaniel 
said. “A lot of people who were raised 
as women don’t ever do that.”
Sherrod said the media needs to take 
the initiative in talking about masturba-
tion to increase awareness among both 
men and women on the subject.
“If you don’t see anyone talking about 
it through media, which is where a lot of 
the system puts things then you’re not 
going to feel comfortable talking about 
it by yourself,” Sherrod said.
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offer expires March 1st, 2016
Call customer service to 
book your appointment
1888-411-8648
Our Locations:
4445 N. Pulaski Street 
Chicago, IL 60631
1605 S. Michigan Ave 
Chicago, IL 60616
1634 E. 53rd Street 
Chicago, IL 60615
$199.00  
ZOOM Whitening
Three is the new two: 
How to menage a trois
Threesomes, once considered a shocking and perverted act, are becoming mainstream as more 
people decide to add a third partner 
into their beds.
Wholesome Disney star Hilary Duff 
was in a 2009 episode of “Gossip 
Girl” in which she had a threesome 
with characters Dan and Vanessa. Even 
pop singer Britney Spears sings songs 
about the phenomenon in her song “3.” 
The most common type of threesome 
arguably involves two women and one 
man. However, threesomes can exist 
with two men and one woman, all 
women, all men and, with the increasing 
levels of nonbinary gender identifica-
tions, the possibilities are endless. The 
bottom line is threesomes should involve 
sexual activity between three consenting 
participants who are all attracted to 
each other.
Threesomes are different from poly-
amory—a relationship between multiple 
people, like Karen’s relationship on the 
television show “Mistresses”—but if you 
find yourself wanting another person in 
your relationship, starting with three-
somes can be an easy way to bring up 
the idea without fully committing.
Whether you are in a relationship 
and looking for a third or our single 
and looking to experiment, here’s how 
you can have your very own threesome.
1. Communicate: Think it through and 
communicate your thoughts, fears, ques-
tions with others—everything you’re 
thinking about threesomes should be 
spoken and worked through. Talk about 
threesomes until the idea nearly loses 
its appeal. It is especially important to 
communicate openly with those par-
ticipating in the threesome with you—
make sure everyone knows each other’s 
boundaries, and set guidelines for what 
to expect.
2. Start looking: The best option will 
be in person, but sometimes you just 
do not know enough people. Use this 
as an excuse to get out there and do 
new things—as if you were finding a tra-
ditional relationship. Another option is 
asking a casual acquaintance to join in, 
being sure to do so respectfully and with 
little pressure so as to not ruin whatever 
friendship you had before if the person 
is uninterested.
3. Go online: The world of online 
dating is huge. Couples looking for 
threesomes are using these services for 
their own gain as well. This is easier for 
singles looking to join couples, but that 
should not stop couples from trying.
Avoid monogamous queer people 
who are just trying to find love on 
dating sites—they will be annoyed 
and uninterested at your attempts to 
seduce them. Make it clear what you 
are looking for through your profile, and 
otherwise make it like a normal dating 
profile—humanize yourselves. The same 
principles of dating apps like “Tinder” 
or “OkCupid” apply to threesomes as 
they do to normal dating. From FetLife, 
a social media life for kinky individuals, 
to Yik Yak, the local and anonymous 
message board, you have many places 
to look for your third. 
4. Be picky and patient: Do not accept 
anyone just because they are the only 
ones who responded to your requests. 
Remember: you’re doing this to enjoy it, 
not just to check off another item from 
your sexual bucket list. If a person does 
not feel right for you, you do not have 
to sleep with them. This goes especially 
for couples—look for someone whom 
both of you get along with. Once again, 
communication is key here. Speak up 
whenever you feel a certain way, and 
the process will go more smoothly.
5. Have fun: This is the most important 
step. Threesomes are supposed to be 
fun! Don’t feel like you have to follow a 
script. Watch a movie first or go straight 
into it—whatever makes you feel com-
fortable, and whatever all parties think 
will be enjoyable. And if it ends up that 
all three of you just want to play Cards 
Against Humanity instead of bang, that’s 
OK too.
» SELENA COTTE 
COPY CHIEF
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*Just ask Yelp!
5044 N Clark St • 773-271-1219
early2bedshop.com
Early to Bed is Chicago’s favorite sex 
shop*! We offer a great selection of 
hand-picked toys and accessories in 
our cute Andersonville store. Our staff 
is super nice and happy to answer 
your questions about sex and sex toys 
anytime. Stop in and check us out! 
Students get 10% off
with your student ID!
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Many might only expect to see the phrases “no blacks” or “no Asians” within the pages 
of a civil rights history textbook, but a 
quick visit to the popular gay dating 
app “Grindr” often proves otherwise.
“Grindr” has succeeded in provid-
ing an online network meant to help 
gay people meet, especially those in 
smaller, suburban or rural areas of 
the country. But within this cyber-com-
munity, the app has also served as an 
enabler for hatred and discrimination.
Tucked into thousands of users’ pro-
files are brash and offensive disclaim-
ers about their sexual preferences. 
Common tags include “no fats” or “no 
fems,” indicating an aversion to over-
weight or feminine men. Some of the 
more offensive tags, however, draw 
connections between specific races 
and various types of food, such as 
“no rice” or “no curry” to discourage 
Asian or Indian men from messaging.
“It’s only a preference,” is the argu-
ment users of these disclaimers make 
to defend their actions, but that does 
not change their preferences, which 
are rooted in racism.
An Australian study published in 
July 2015 by sex researchers Denton 
Callander, Christy E. Newman and 
Martin Holt asked more than 2,000 
gay and bisexual men to complete an 
online survey about race and dating 
as well as the Quick Discrimination In-
dex, which measures general attitudes 
about race and diversity. 
Titled “Is Sexual Racism Really 
Racism? Distinguishing Attitudes 
Toward Sexual Racism and Generic 
Racism Among Gay and Bisexual 
Men,” the study found “almost 
every identified factor associated 
with men’s racist attitudes was also 
related to their attitudes toward 
sexual racism.”
According to the online survey, a 
shocking 64 percent of participants 
agreed that it is acceptable to specify 
a racial preference in a dating profile, 
and 46 percent of participants said 
seeing these preferences noted in tags 
did not bother them. Additionally, 70 
percent of participants said they did 
not view sexual racism as an actual 
form of racism.
However, a comparison between 
the online survey and the QDI results 
showed men who express sexual 
racism typically displayed a generally 
racist attitude. These results suggest 
sexual racism is likely fueled by over-
all racist attitudes.
Racial discrimination on gay dating 
apps is not a matter of mere aesthetic 
preferences but is instead a result of 
general racism.
Even more concerning than the 
general acceptance of sexual racism 
is that the apps enable it. Some of the 
most popular gay dating apps like 
“Grindr,” “SCRUFF” and “GROWLr” 
allow users to filter their matches 
based on race.
This only reinforces people’s beliefs 
that sexual racism is acceptable and 
not actually a form of racism.
Sexual racism is indeed a form of 
racism, and gay dating apps should 
step in to minimize the prevalence of 
this discrimination by disabling settings 
that allow users to filter based on race.
Sexual racism harbored It’s not ‘just a preference,’
» JACOB WITTICH  
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Nick and Jess on “New Girl.” Ross and Rachel on “Friends.” Robin and Ted on “How I Met 
 Your Mother.”
Since the days of “Moonlighting”—
which featured the palpable sexual 
tension between private detectives 
played by Bruce Willis and Cybill 
Shepherd—there has always been that 
one TV pair that left viewers asking 
every week, “Will they? Won’t they?” 
These characters are obviously 
going to hook up, but the writing 
staff draws out the sexual tension for 
multiple seasons to keep the storyline 
going for as long as possible. 
Oftentimes, these relationships 
reach their peak toward the end of a 
series after fans grow tired of waiting 
and need a new plotline to follow.
However, when the writers decide 
to let these characters hook up too 
early in the show’s run, it can be 
toxic. It is great for fans to see these 
characters finally find love, but view-
ers would rather devote their time to 
a show that keeps its storylines fresh 
and funny than see their favorite char-
acters find happiness.
The “Will they? Won’t they?”di-
lemma on television shows is what 
keeps viewers tuning in year after 
year. I tuned in to “The Office” every 
week during its television run, but 
there is no denying that after Jim and 
Pam finally got together, the show lost 
its spark. There was no more tension 
or anticipation within the series. “The 
Office” probably should have ended 
after Jim and Pam’s wedding, and as 
much as I still enjoyed the remainder 
of the series, it is undeniable the 
program “jumped the shark” at that 
Shows ‘jump the shark’
Shipping Writers took notice and broke the characters up the following season. They were smart to notice their mis-take right away and rebrand  
the show.
Television relationships aren’t 
always a bad idea. I’m sure if you 
talked to any fan of “Friends,” they 
would talk about how happy they 
were when Monica and Chandler 
or Ross and Rachel finally got back 
together. Shipping on television shows 
is what drives viewers’ excitement. Try 
thinking about a television show that 
doesn’t feature some sort of sexual 
tension between any of its characters, 
and I’ll show you a series that was 
cancelled faster than the Andy Dwyer 
and Ann Perkins storyline on “Parks 
and Recreation.” Even “Seinfeld”—a 
self-proclaimed show about nothing 
had at least a small amount of sexual 
tension between the characters.
When done right, TV shippers’ 
dreams can ultimately be fulfilled. 
However, if done wrong, long-cov-
eted relationship plots on the show 
will “jump the shark” faster than 
Fonzie on “Happy Days.”
point, as Jon Hein, creator of the JTS 
website, says.
A writers’ room of about a dozen 
veteran sitcom writers should be 
able to figure out a way to keep this 
chemistry alive. But, like any boring 
relationship, a television show past 
its prime cannot do much to reignite 
that excitement. Much like a tiresome 
relationship, the loyal viewers stick 
around and watch it because it’s com-
fortable—they don’t expect anything 
too exciting to happen toward the 
end of a series.
On the flip side, there are several 
shows that do shipping the right way. 
On “New Girl,” the writers and view-
ers noticed early on that Nick and 
Jess had the type of chemistry people 
tuned in for each and every week. 
These two were quirky and seemed 
meant to be for each other.
That’s why—very early on and at 
the height of the show’s ratings—the 
Nick and Jess relationship finally 
formed. However, fans and writers 
quickly realized the show lost some 
of its excitement now that one of its 
biggest storylines was resolved. Fans 
lost interest, and the show started to 
go downhill fast. shall@chroniclemail.com
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Sex shop owner
talks toy 
» MATT CARLTON 
CAMPUS REPORTER
The importance placed on an indi-vidual’s sexuality has never been more prominent. People are now 
encouraged to express themselves 
openly and to do what makes them feel 
right in their own skin. However, sex 
toys are still rarely discussed openly 
and freely.
Alexis Thomas, a 2011 creative writ-
ing alumna, is the co-owner of Taboo 
Sex shop guru
Tabou, a sex toy shop located at 843 W. 
Belmont Ave. that sells products ranging 
from sexy dresses to $200 dildos.
Thomas spoke with The Chronicle 
about the personal health effects of 
using sex toys and how they can benefit 
general arousal.
THE CHRONICLE: Do you think sex 
toys are for everyone?
ALEXIS THOMAS: I think sex toys 
are one of the most amazing things you 
can do for yourself. We have so many 
constraints on ourselves that society puts 
on us about the traditional man-and-
wife relationship. That can kind of screw 
with your arousal, desire and ability to 
explore. Toys are the perfect way to 
break into that and break over that. 
What are some of the popular sex toys?
There are egg-shaped or bullet-shaped 
toys and those are traditionally used as 
something that is a good clitoral stimu-
lator, but they can also feel really good 
along the shaft of the penis. They are 
good for giving hand jobs and good to 
incorporate into your blow job. 
Other toys tend to have a longer 
shaft and those are G-spot toys. A good 
G-spot toy is going to have a more coin-
shaped top because our G-spots are not 
this big porno idea. It is about 2 inches 
into your opening so it is important to 
find a toy that is a little bit firmer. There 
are also rabbits, which are both clitoral 
and G-spot toys. 
Then there are wearable toys that a 
female or male can wear during sex. 
Then there is the great dildo world with 
different realistic or non-realistic G-spot 
and prostate stimulators.
Can sex toys enhance relationships?
I like to tell my customers that they can 
buy a $20 vibrator and it can rock your 
world, or you can buy a $200 gold 
vibrator, and it can be the worst thing 
you’ve ever had. Toys allow you to 
take a moment to really get to know 
each other [by] breaking down your 
societal norms, like “you’re dirty if 
you have fantasies” or “there is some-
thing wrong with you if you like getting 
spanked.” There is nothing wrong with 
exploring those things and when a 
couple can really talk about what turns 
them on, what turns them off and what 
they are comfortable and consensual 
with, then the best things can happen. 
Sex toys and BDSM force people to slow 
down and really be part of the process. 
Toys of all nature help you slow down 
and get away from life.
What are some do’s and don’ts of 
sex toys?
Number one: Do not buy a toy that is 
jelly. Stick with silicone—stainless steel 
and glass are good for your body. Jelly 
toys are the worst thing for your body. 
Number two is to not look at the way 
you cum as a “right way” to cum and 
a “wrong way” to cum. If it makes me 
cum, it’s consensual and it’s not hurting 
anyone, then it is OK. I think experiment-
ing with toys is important.
Are there toys that work better for mas-
turbation than they do for sex?
There is not one way to use a sex toy 
and if you look at it like that, then you 
are going to be that person who has a 
million sex toys. You do not need that. In 
the sex toy world, there are hundreds of 
thousands of sex toys. When you look at 
toys, and you go to shops, you should be 
working with someone who can tell you 
all the ways you can use that toy. There 
are so many ways to use toys rather than 
what you are traditionally told.
Why do you think there is a stigma 
toward male sex toys?
We are in a place right now where it is 
OK to be sexual how you are. If you are 
transgender, cisgender, gay, straight—it 
is OK. Men’s sex toys kind of have this 
dirty image, like the “pocket pussy” [a 
silicone self-masturbator]. That’s not 
very attractive. I don’t call a clit toy the 
“pussy puncher.” But there is nothing 
wrong with anatomical toys like ones 
that are shaped like asses or ones that 
are shaped like a pussy. There are some 
really cool options out there. 
Do you think more people should use 
sex toys?
I think everyone should masturbate. If 
you masturbate every day, your skin is 
clearer, you’re stressed out less [and] 
you’re in tune with your body. We are 
so disconnected from ourselves and our 
nervous system and that means pleasure 
and pain. When you find a way to slow 
down and be in tune with yourself, mas-
turbation is a part of that. Your life is 
going to [improve] completely. 
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‘What are your kinks?’
a person who is half-cat with a real tail 
and fuzzy ears; and ABO—alpha, beta, 
omega dynamics—in which characters 
exhibit certain characteristics of wolves 
or werewolves including having heats.
These works are written and posted 
on sites like ArchiveOfOurOwn.com by 
people with a little bit of time on their 
hands and a vast imagination for individ-
uals who want to read about Sherlock 
Holmes and John Watson getting it on.
Anime Porn:
Ever felt sexually attracted to Raye 
Penber from “Death Note”? If so, you 
may have to take a shot at watching 
anime porn, commonly referred to 
as  “hentai.”
This genre of porn originated in Japan 
and may look the same but is very dif-
ferent. Anime means “animation” in 
Japanese, so it’s basically just cartoon 
series set in Japan. Meanwhile its darker 
twin, hentai—short for “perverse sexual 
desire” in Japanese—is straight up porn; 
cartoon porn that is.
It is up to you to decide whether you 
are ready to go down that path.
Celebrity Look-Alike Porn:
If you have ever had a sexy dream 
about one of your favorite celebrities 
or just wanted to see a certain celebrity 
get down and dirty, then celebrity look-
alike porn might be for you, since, you 
probably will not be able to find porn 
starring your actual celebrity crushes. 
But do not worry because there are 
plenty of look-alike porn stars. 
For every celebrity, there is a porn 
star look-alike—even Oprah Winfrey 
has one. Celebrity look-alike porn does 
not always have to star entertainment 
celebrities but can also star look-alikes 
for public figures, like Sarah Palin or 
Barack Obama. 
So, whether politics or pop culture 
turns you on, you can definitely find 
what you are looking for with celebrity 
look-alike porn.
Comedy Porn:
For those who love to laugh as much 
as they love to get off, this genre of 
porn should be next in queue. This can 
be porn that intentionally uses comedy 
to entertain or porn that is so far from 
reality that it becomes funnier than it is 
sexy. Sites like efukt.com compile clips 
from both types of comedy porn to make 
your viewing experience easier.
Notable parodies include pornos of 
famous movies and shows. “SpongeBob 
SquarePants,” “Scooby-Doo,” ‘90s 
sitcom “Friends” and fantasy pornog-
raphy, which relies on unconventional 
premises—like being an alien or pirate—
tend to be both humorous and erotic.
Basically, anything you think is funny 
comes in an X-rated format, so you 
don’t even have to give up your sense 
of humor while masturbating.
Vomit Porn:
Japan is the origin of some of the most 
beautiful culture, like vomit porn.
Also known as emetophilia, vomit 
porn is one of the many sexual fetishes, 
that have not made the jump between 
cultures. While bukkake, tentacles and 
chikan have made relatively stable tran-
sitions into Western society, vomit porn 
has been thrown (up) to the wayside.
Just imagine your most “vanilla,” run-
of-the-mill pornography—two people, 
either about to have or in the process 
of having sex. Now imagine you insert 
vomiting into that. It has transcended 
the bounds of normal pornography and 
become the glorious work of art that 
only Japan could export.
 chronicle@colum.edu
Porn can be found anywhere and everywhere. Whether it is the more “vanilla” porn or something with a 
bit of leather and toys, most adults have 
seen a porno at some point.
Dig a little deeper into the dark 
recesses of the Internet, and the result 
is surprising, e.g. slave Leia and Jabba 
the Hutt doing the deed.
The Chronicle staff curated a list of 
the more rare genres of porn they have 
come across willingly or by chance.
Fan Fiction Porn:
Whether you’re a fan of “Teen Wolf,” 
Wonder Woman or Harry Styles, the 
Internet is full of smutty stories depicting 
fan favorites with other people from 
their universe, celebrities or original 
characters created by the author. 
Some of the “normal” fan fictions 
have the realistic “person meets another 
person and then they bang” storyline. 
The themed fan fiction smut for those 
with more alternative kinks or specific 
wants include works with “mpreg,” or 
male pregnancy; those in which one of 
the characters is a ghost; hybrid, aka 
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The phrase “sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll” has been in use since the ‘70s, but remove the rock ‘n’ roll 
and an all-too-common combination 
among today’s young adults is cen-
ter-stage—one that can have harmful 
health effects.
Lauren Zerbst, a licensed clinical so-
cial worker who specializes in sex ther-
apy, said young adults and college 
students are more likely to experiment 
with drugs and alcohol during sex. 
“It’s a time when students partici-
pate in all the things parents warned 
us about,” Zerbst said. 
Zerbst said mixing sex and drugs is 
common in present-day party culture, 
but many young people do not real-
ize the effects of combining the two. 
Zerbst said alcohol, marijuana and 
cocaine are the most common drugs 
used by young adults, and they often 
affect sexual pleasure negatively.
ALCOHOL
Zerbst said substances like alcohol 
can numb the pleasure experienced 
during sex. According to a 2014 
study by Wesley Perkins from the De-
partment of Anthropology and So-
ciology at Hobart and William Smith 
Colleges in New York, alcohol is the 
most misused substance on college 
campuses, and alcohol abuse often 
leads to unplanned and unprotected 
sexual activity.
“Sometimes [alcohol] can enhance 
[sexual pleasure] and you may have 
an orgasm too quickly,” she said.
Paul van Sickle, who studies music 
and costume design at Bennington 
College in Vermont, said having sex 
while drunk is sloppier. He said being 
heavily intoxicated can inhibit giving 
consent and he remembers it hap-
pened to him once.
“It’s not that alcohol changes your 
mind or inhibits you in any way,” Van 
Sickle said. “It’s that you can’t quite 
make decisions in the same way.”
Van Sickle agrees with Zerbst’s 
point about alcohol misuse, but said 
drinking alcohol also helps him meet 
new people. This is a double-edged 
sword because while it helps people 
open up, van Sickle said it also limits 
the type of interaction one can have 
while intoxicated. 
Zerbst said people need to make 
sure they are experiencing the joys of 
sex while sober as well.
“Sex in itself is a conscious ex-
perience. People have the benefit 
of having orgasms that are like col-
ors, shapes and a kaleidoscope 
of feelings,” Zerbst said.
MARIJUANA
Zerbst said smoking marijuana can 
decrease women’s sexual desire, and 
they can become dependent on being 
high while having sex.
Lillian Anderson, * a junior journal-
ism major, said smoking weed intensi-
fies sexual sensations.
Anderson believes women have a 
more difficult time remaining turned 
on than men do during sex, though 
Zerbst said men experience a lack of 
sexual desire over time as well.
“We have to think hard or work 
harder to remain turned on,” Ander-
son said. “Being high gets rid of the 
anxiety and distracts us from thinking 
too much.”
From a medical standpoint, Zerbst 
said sometimes having sex while high 
on marijuana can inhibit lubrication, 
making sex painful for women.
“Over time, you may be less inter-
ested in having it,” Zerbst said.
COCAINE
Zerbst said habitual cocaine use 
most commonly causes erectile dys-
function and delayed ejaculation. 
Lex Ramsay, a freshman music major, 
noticed this problem during a period 
in his life when he frequently mixed 
cocaine and sex. He said the expe-
rience was enjoyable and exciting 
at first, but after some time he expe-
rienced strained sexual performance 
while on the drug. He said he could 
not get aroused as easily, which he 
saw as an indication to stop using co-
caine until he could enjoy sex soberly.
Marie Johnson,* a sophomore hu-
man psychology major at the Univer-
sity of Iowa, said using cocaine made 
her feel more sexually aroused and 
willing to try new things. She said us-
ing the drug intensified her sexual ex-
periences, but it made sober sex feel 
boring in comparison.
A 2009 study conducted by Dr. 
Richard Rawson and colleagues at 
the University of California at Los 
Angeles found that cocaine’s effect 
during sex was not nearly as strong 
for women as it was for men but 
was  stronger when users combined 
methamphetamine. The study said 
cocaine’s effects include risky sexual 
behavior and more intense pleasure, 
which Zerbst confirmed.
“[People] may feel like they need 
the drug in order to have a sexual ex-
perience,” Zerbst said. “If you’re not 
able to have sex without the drugs, 
that’s definitely a warning sign.”
However, Zerbst said young peo-
ple can feel anxious and awkward 
without a drug as a crutch to lean on 
when flirting or having sex.
“Sexual interactions start with 
drug use of some kind,” Zerbst said.
*Names have been changed for privacy. 
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